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GROWTH: BAT Kenya managing director Chris Burrell speaking during an investor briefing and full-year financial statements release at Serena hotel in February.

BAT profits increase
slightly by 8.38%
BY CONSTANT MUNDA
GIANT cigarette maker British
American Tobacco Kenya has maintained a Sh3.50 interim dividend
payout after half-year net profits
through June grew by a modest
8.38 per cent.
The firm’s net earnings rose to
Sh1.94 billion for the six-month
period from Sh1.79 billion a year
earlier, helped largely by increased
earnings from tobacco exports following depreciation of the shilling
by about 10 per cent during the
period.
Net revenue from sales were almost flat, expanding by a marginal
2.33 per cent to Sh10.55 billion
from Sh10.31 billion in June 2014,
BAT said in a financial statement

published on Friday.
The publicly traded company
said income from operations rose
by Sh500 million to close at Sh2.7
billion, attributable to “growth in
underlying performance and benefits of working capital management
initiatives.”
Cigarette market globally is increasingly facing a stiff regulatory
regime due to hazardous effects of
smoking.
Locally, the firm is vehemently
opposed to regulations, suspended
by the court on July 2, which will
see it contribite two per cent of
sales revenue to a proposed fund
to cater for those suffering from effects of smoking, and publish warning graphics on cigarette packages.
“We are committed to engaging

transparently with relevant stakeholders to ensure regulations are
balanced, evidence-based and do
not lead to unintended consequences such as increased illicit trade,”
BAT said in a statement.
The company paid Sh6.80 billion in excise duty and value added
tax during the period, barely unchanged from Sh6.54 billion remitted 12 months earlier.
Meanwhile, advertising and
marketing agency firm, WPP ScanGroup, reported a flat growth in
post tax profits to Sh185.33 for the
six months period to June 30 from
Sh182.69 million in June 2014 – a
1.45 per cent rise.
Earnings from advert billings
climbed to Sh2.32 billion, a slim
2.65 per cent from Sh2.26 billion.

167 Kenyans to benefit from $5m fund
BY MARTIN MWITA
Kenyan start-up firms are among
1,000 businesses in Africa set to
get support from a $5 million
(Sh506.2 million) entrepreneurship
funding programme.
The funds have been unveiled
by the Tony Elumelu Foundation
which has picked 167 Kenyan
beneficiaries who were announced
at at the just concluded Global
Entrepreneurship Summit in
Nairobi.
Each beneficiary will get
Sh506,221 in initial seed funding,
disbursed in two tranches in form
of a grant, and an equity or debt
funding given once the enterprises

develop.
The money is part of the $100
million (Sh10.1 billion) fund aimed
at creating and supporting 10,000
african entrepreneurs for the next
10 years.
Kenya has the largest number of
beneficiaries, out of 1,000 startups chosen in the continent, after
Nigeria.
According to the TEEP, the beneficiaries have undergone a 12-week
online training which culminated
in a two-day boot camp in Nigeria
early this month.
“The programme operates with
the belief that entrepreneurship
and business skills are teachable
and learnable and that, once the

aspiring entrepreneurs gain these
skills then they will have the fundamental tools to grow successful
enterprises,” said the billionaire
businessman Tony Elumelu.
Elumelu is a Nigerian business
mogul and chairman of United
Bank for Africa.
He was among investors who
attended the GES.
“We need to look at creative
ways to generate the jobs for
African youths,” said Elumelu.
Once the business enterprises
have developed, the beneficiaries
will be supported by the
programme to pitch their business
ideas to global investors for capital
injection.

PRESIDENT Obama’s arrival on Friday night was preceded by an
extraordinary show of power. Earlier in the week, I had watched
four Bell Boeing V-22 Ospreys land on a field in front of my
office. The Osprey is a multi-mission, tiltrotor military aircraft
with both a vertical takeoff and landing, and short takeoff and
landing capability. It is designed to combine the functionality
of a conventional helicopter with the long-range, high-speed
cruise performance of a turboprop aircraft. The sight of these
Ospreys was an indisputable thing. The Aljazeera cameraman
then pointed out some other smaller helicopters in the sky and
said to me, ‘’those are the real deal”.
I asked what they were. He answered: ‘’Those are Apache
attack helicopters’’ and I learnt an Apache features a nosemounted sensor suite for target acquisition and night vision
systems. It is armed with a 30mm M230 chain gun carried
between the main landing gear, under the aircraft’s forward
fuselage. It has four hardpoints mounted on stub-wing pylons,
typically carrying a mixture of AGM-114 Hellfire missiles and
Hydra 70 rocket pods.
If anyone had any doubt about the paraphernalia of US hard
power, looking up at the skies [as did millions of Kenyans] laid
that to rest.
The president of the United States was tapping an enormous
well of goodwill and political capital here in Kenya. Ahead of his
election to the presidency in 2008, Barack Obama described
himself as a blank canvas on which millions of people project
themselves and here in Kenya, that projection is a lot easier
than the projection might be for many in the US including
Donald Trump [on whose coiffure El Chapo Guzman has now
placed a price].
The president emitted a powerful signal throughout his visit.
“Africa is on the move. Africa is one of the fastest growing
regions in the world,” Potus told the Global Entreprenuership
Summit. Endorsements do not rank higher than that.
“Entrepreneurship is the spark of prosperity”
President Obama clearly has a tailwind in his second term.
Obama’s message of inclusivity, of ‘’Women being entrepreneurial powerhouses’’ and, as President Kenyatta noted in the
press conference at State House, he is a champion of the continent’s youth. He elevated the discussion, he told us to reach
higher, run faster and that is the point.
Now obviously, our expectations were sky-high around a US
package for Kenya. It is clear that the US is putting a major
package to work on behalf of women and youth. There is informed talk that witholding tax on interest will be removed and
this will unshackle big ticket loans for our infrastructure loans.
Most importantly, the US is back and our president touched
on this with finesse when he said:
“We are not looking East or West, we just want progress.”
Make no mistake, the US and its president is seeking a major
reordering of our geopolitics. That reordering and re-balancing
has now begun.
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